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About This Game

Galaxy Reavers is a cutting edge full 3-dimensional space war strategy game

This is a fun yet challenging RTS game. To survive in the vast galaxy, you need to build up your own fleet and customize your
warships. You will also learn to control them efficiently in battle to defeat your enemies, conquer planets, and expand your

galactic empire!

KEY FEATURES

Galaxy Reavers is bound to shake your gaming experience with its exquisite graphics, stunning battle effects, well
designed warships and full 3-dimensional space battle! It’s the next generation RTS!

This game allows you to control warships to complete precise actions. With keyboard/mouse, you can command a
warship to rotate, accelerate, and even flank the enemies! As a commander, you need to be accurate and always one step
ahead to lead your fleet to victory!

Customize your fleet as you see fit! Get warships and equipment that suits your battle style. Along with the modular
device system, you can equip your warship with many different devices. It’s time to build your fleet and conquer the
galaxy!
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Early review. - this is a poorly coded PT knock off.
The game mechanics seem to change in a fairly random fashion. There's very little direction given by the game itself and it's
largely guess work, especially since so many of the graphic elements simply do not show up. The MURDER painting puzzle
failed and I randomly stared at paintings after reading the hints and having reloaded the same area a few times. Once I had
completed the puzzle the red letters appeared on the paintings. The repetive nature of the corridors and rooms tends to wear thin
after the first few hours. I'm giving the game a few more hours in the hope it gets better, but as a gamer with decades of
experience....I'm so close to uninstalling this. Moments later I try the game again and I am over it. Again I wander around for 10
or 20 minutes trying to see a pattern to a puzzle. Eventually I resort to the hints and see that I have been doing everything right
and the puzzle simply wont activate. I reload the game and try again only to have the same problem. I am guessing this game is
some high school kids home work assignment. Oh and please fix the touch ..... Absolutely terrible, as someone else put it; this is
the sort of game you would find free as a Java app on a random website somewhere. Terrible gameplay, looks pants, got boring
within about 5 minutes but I gave it 20 just to me sure... It was 19 mintes more than it deserves. Stay away,.. you have been
warned.. Very short demo/promo but well worth the time downloading and playing.
The puzzles are well done and reasonably logical with the tools you have available to you. The horror is the context and theme
rather than out and out gore or jump scares. You actually got a reasonable about of feedback to know if you were going right or
wrong where some puzzle games give you nothing until you find the solution.
Some of the controls need a bit more finesse, the final one in particular was hard to control.
Well done devs, more please.. hey folks

Game was on my wishlist and glad i got it. The western feeling ia pretty cool. First run I did 4 hours, enjoying it so far. Looking
forward to more from the Devs. If you like a city building games , you will like this one and the wild west flavor is cool.
Price point was fine for me. Will dive back for sure and come back en edit my review

thanks. OH, WHAT A FILM\u2026 WHAT A LOVELY FILM!. At first Fractal: Make Blooms Not War feels like an easy
puzzle game - just click there, and there, twice over here and boom, level complete. After few levels it gets to the point where
you start to doubt your skills. Be it campaing or puzzle mode, there are sure to be levels which will make you head hurts. But if
you ask me, that's actually a good thing in this genre. The harder it gets, the more fun you get upon finishing it. And it will take
longer than few hours to complete everything this game can offer.. The German tanks looked so real that I leapt out of my chair
and started screaming the Nazi national anthem and smashing pictures of Jews I had lying around the house.
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This game is fun but really hard, especially at first. I can assemble a good roster and a good backstage, but I can't figure out how
to book properly. If anyone is good at booking and wants to give me tips on it I woud be very happy. Overall this game is still
enjoyable since I love wrestling and may even start my own company someday.. Funny and nice remaked od Worms 4 Mayhem
+ Worms 3D <3. Very interesting game. Was waiting to play this ever since the demo was released. This is so much of a labor
of love kind of game. Wonderful atmospheres and great game mechanics! Really hope they choose to made a second one!.
Incredible game. You won't regret buying it. the head bobbing is to much good game but the head bobbing is making me sick
you dont need it.
some nip peck like the jump is to slidy and not able to pause the game and save it but it is a good game....ish. This game is
incredible. It feels like the first game truly built for VR multiplayer and it's a winner. First of all, being on the bridge of the ship
is amazing enough, but then you add the interaction with other players and it takes the experience over the top.

The game does have a learning curve. You have to go through the training to learn how the stations work. There is no way you
can just jump in. But once you have the basic grasp of the various station controls, you can use your imagination and logic to get
through tasks. Each of the tasks also ratchets up the tension when you realize other players are depending on the completion of
one of your tasks to advance a plan. It's really cool to be pressured that way, especially when you are forced to communicate the
time left for one of your tasks to be completed. There is just enough pressure to make is exciting without having players all talk
over themeselves.

If this is a glimpse of what the future of VR will bring, then the future is bright!!!. Well. Buetifull game but...... Not pro phyics
at all.... And there is a few bugs. Like, crashing out of nowhere and game crashing if i want to change bike in career. Not only
does this game feel unpolished, but it also feels incompleted. Bad Bots feels like the developers who created this game didn't
even finish the game as a whole. I want to like this game so badly, based on it feeling like a old school game but this game just
screams incomplete. The action isnt nearly as fun either.. Although fun for a short while, the game soon becomes very DULL!
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